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ABSTRACT

This activity addresses the potential for -significant waterhammer events to occur during 0
filling of the containment spray headers under accident conditions as well as the possibility of-such

waterhammer events during switchover to hot leg injection later in the accident. Specifically this

report focuses on the piping segments that are inside of containment that are difficult to check for

possible gas accumulation during normal operating conditions. Furthermore, these are flow paths

that typically have an outlet flow path (to the containment for the spray and the Reactor Coolant

System (RCS) for the hot leg switchover) which mitigates, or prevents, the occurrence of 0
waterhammer events. 00

0
The containment spray evaluation considers both filling of the spray header as well as the

response of an arbitrary gas volume that could be accumulated in the horizontal piping upstream of

the riser to the header: It is noted that some plants have a keep full system for the risers to the spray

headers while other designs maintain the risers in an empty state. The methodology can be used for

either of these designs. As the spray header begins to fill, the incoming water sequentially flows 0
over the spray nozzles but until the last nozzle is covered by water (herein described as the nozzle 0
inlet being submerged), there is no significant limitation to venting the air flow moving ahead of the 0
water. Once the last nozzle is, water covered/submerged, the spray header experiences a pressure

increase to the value-necessary to drive the spray discharge into the containment atmosphere at the

design flow rate. Each of the designs mentioned would encounter a flow transient as the header

pressurizes to the steady-state value. The spray header methodology addresses both cases and

provides calculational examples. While the methodology needs to be worked through for each plant 0
to establish completeness, from the results of these example calculations, there are no significant 0
waterhammer events that could be generated from either the header filling or from the compression

of an accumulated gas bubble upstream of the riser for any reasonable parameters of piping sizes and 0
gas volume accumulation. It is also understood that some plants may already have detailed

,calculations for the forces acting on the spray risers and headers during the filling process. If such 0
calculations exist, they should be used in response to the generic letter where applicable, instead of 0
this simplified methodology. 0

0
0
0
0
0
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0 Like the containment spray header evaluation, the hot leg switchover evaluation concentrates

* on the manner in which the flow could be initiated and the conditions for its injection into the RCS.

0 Of particular interest is the interval over which the injection valves open compared to the interval

needed to accelerate the water and gas resident within the piping for the accident conditions that

would necessitate the use of hot leg injection. In this regard, immediately prior to the switchover to

* •the hot leg injection, the cold leg injection would have been underway for a considerable length of

time, i.e. the RCS pressure would have been sufficiently low for this injection. Consequently, when

5 switchover occurs, this RCS pressure should be equal to, or less than, the value for cold leg injection.

* This is an important consideration for determining whether conditions to support a gas-water

S waterhammer could exist. Since the downstream pressure would be at, or below, the steady-state

pressure corresponding to cold leg injection, the downstream flow into the RCS could easily be

established and there would be no closed boundary (closed valve, etc.) to support the rapid

compression needed for a waterhammer event.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 0

NRC Generic Letter. 2008-01 requires nuclear power plant operators to evaluate the possibility

of noncondensable gas accumulation that could occur in various parts of the injection and suction 0
flow paths for the Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS), the containment spray and decay heat

removal systems. Of particular interest for those piping segments on the discharge side of thelsafety

injection and containment spray pumps is the potential for a noncondensable gas-water waterhammer

to occur. This report addresses the potential for such events in those parts of the containment spray

system that are inside of containment as well as the switchover flow path for hot leg injection that

also is inside of containment. Because of their substantially different piping configurations and the

system conditions that would initiate their use, these are addressed separately in this report. 0

Chapter 2 considers the filling of the containment spray header with the air venting as the ring

header fills. It also considers the influence of an accumulated gas volume in the piping between the

isolation valve and the header. Both of thesegas volumes participate in the dynamic flow transient

that would occur as the spray piping responds to the pump start, the opening of the isolation valve 0
and the pressurization of the header to the full flow discharge pressure. These are addressed in terms 0
of the fundamental behaviors that are sufficient to understand the basic plant response to the different 0
conditions. A few example calculations are included as guidelines for the plant specific evaluations. 0

Chapter 3 addresses the general configurations of interest for the hot leg injection flow path

along with the particular conditions of interest. Several different piping arrangements are considered

due to the variations in vendor designs for the operating plants. Of particular interest is whether the 0
rate at which the flow would be developed for a gas-water, two-phase mixture initially in the 0
injection piping could be acoustically limited as the switchover to hot leg injection begins. Since the

potential for developing those conditions that could produce a gas-water waterhammer event is the 0
focus of these evaluations, the respective acoustic response intervals of the fluid segments, the rate at

which the medium would be accelerated to the steady-state injection condition and the discharge of

the two-phase mixture out of the downstream end of the piping into the RCS is of particular note. In

this regard it is found that the combination of the relatively slow upstream pressurization and the 0
0
0
0
0
0
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*open flow rate out of the downstream end of the piping (into the RCS) does not provide the

~conditions that would produce a gas-water waterhammier event. Several generalized hot leg injection

~configurations are considered to provide guidance for the plant specific evaluations..

0
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2.0 SIMPLIFIED MODEL TO EVALUATE THE PRESSURIZATION

TRANSIENT IN A CONTAINMENT SPRAY HEADER

0
The following methodology can be used to provide a bounding assessment for the

consequential forces associated with the transient filling of a containment spray header during a

Design Basis Accident (DBA) condition. It is understood that some plants may already have a

detailed calculation for this process as part of their design basis. If such a calculation exists, it

should be used as the calculation of reference in a documented response to the NRC -generic letter.

The methodology discussed here is a means to address this question if such a detailed result does not

exist. 0

As a criterion for evaluating the consequence of this force imbalance, if the transient

imbalance is comparable to or less than the dead weight of the spray pipe filled with water, then

these forces are considered to be well within the capabilities of the pipe hangers and the pipe

'stiffness to support the transient loads (see Appendix A). Therefore, this bounding methodology

focuses on the pressurization transient as the spray header fills with water and the force imbalance

that could be generated by the transient. In addition, the methodology treats the potential transient 0
loads during the filling process for a gas volume trapped downstream of the isolation valve and

before the riser to the spray header.

0
.2.1 Transient Loads Produced by Filling the Spray Header

0
One of the system characteristics that would tend to limit these transients is the opening

interval(s) of the containment isolation Valve(s). Clearly if this (these) interval(s) are long compared

to the filling time of the spray system piping riser and spray nozzle header, then this would act to 0
limit the water flow rate filling the system which is the primary cause of the pressurization transient.

To obtain a perspective on this, one first examines the timing of a typical flow transient. Consider a

system with 8 inch piping (flow area of 0.35 ft2) for a vertical riser of 100 feet, a spray nozzle header

with the same piping and a header ring that is 50 feet in diameter. In this example the spray pump

flow verse head characteristic has a volumetric flow rate of 2000 gpm (4.46 ft3/sec) at a discharge
0
0
0
0
0
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5 pressure of 200 psi. At full flow, the water one-dimensional velocity (U) and the Froude number for

* flow through the pipe would be 12.7 ft/sec and 2.7 for filling the riser as well as for filling the

* header in one direction. If the header fills in two directions as depicted in Figure 1, the water one-

dimensional velocity would be 6.4 ft/sec and the Froude number corresponding to this velocity

would be 1.35. (In this application the Froude number is defined as U/[gD]0 5 where g is the

acceleration of gravity and D is the inner diameter of the pipe.) In either case, the pipe would fill in a

one-dimensional manner (the pipe would run full of water as determined by a Froude number of 0.54

* or greater (Wallis, et al, 1977) and would certainly run full when the Froude number is greater than

* unity). During the opening interval(s), it can be assumed that the average flow rate through the

* valve(s) is 2/3 of the full flow such that the average volumetric flow rate is approximately 3 ft3/sec.

* The volume of the riser is 35 ft3 and that of the spray nozzle header is 55 ft3 for a total 90 ft3.

Assuming a valve opening interval of 20 seconds with the average water flow rate during this

interval and full flow thereafter gives a filling time (without including the water drainage out of the

submerged spray nozzles) of almost 27 seconds. Hence, for valve opening intervals of 10 or 20

seconds, the valves are completely open when the meaningful pressurization occurs. Consequently,

* it is concluded that the valve opening interval would be of little or no importance in determining the

* volumetric filling rate at the time that the maximum pressurization occurs. Again it is noted that the

* drainage through the submerged spray nozzles is not included in this bounding calculation of the

filling interval. Including the water drainage would further lengthen the interval and further decrease

the importance of the valve opening interval(s).0

The pressurization of the spray nozzle header to the final pressure required to discharge the

full volumetric water flow rate is essentially determined as the water submerges the last one or two

5 nozzles. Until this time, the header would be filled by an advancing water front that moves in a one-

dimensional manner with the air being pushed through the remaining uncovered (not submerged)

0 nozzles. To conservatively represent this scenario it is assumed:
0

- no water drainage out of the submerged nozzles such that the water flow rate filling the

* header is the full volumetric output of the pump,

- there is no pressure increase in the header until all of the nozzles are submerged and

0
0
0
0
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Figure 1: Filling of a spray header in two directions.
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- the entrapped gas volume that is pressurized is the volume between the last two nozzles

which are submerged at the same time.

The influence of the first assumption is to increase the water filling rate by about a factor of two with

0the specific value depending on the pump flow rate, the piping size and the number of spray nozzles.

With the second assumption, the pressurization rate is maximized which in turn maximizes theS
*potential force imbalance along the header piping while the third assumption also acts to maximize

the gas pressurization rate and force imbalance by minimizing the gas volume.

S
*As a simplification and since this final compression occurs in the presence of the advancing

Swater from two direction, it is assumed that the compression occurs in a polytropic manner, i.e. PVn

S= Constant. Differentiating this one finds:

d/dt(PVn) = 0 = V (dPdt) + nPVn- I (dV/dt) (2-1)
S

5which can be solved for the pressurization rate to give:

dP/dt = - n(P/V) dV/dt (2-2)

*or

dP/dt = n(P/V)Q (2-3)
S
• where Q is the volumetric water filling rate, which is the negative of the rate at which the gas volume

5decreases. Also, the variable n describes a polytropic process that is assumed to be isentropic, which

5for air has a value 1.4. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 2, the gas volume being compressed is

0 the header volume divided by the number of spray nozzles, i.e. V = Apipe 7c D/N.
S

To estimate the pressurization rate, consider that the gas pressure is 14.5 psia (1 bar) at the

beginning of the pressure increase and that at this time the two water masses are moving toward each

*other at a relative velocity of 12.7 ft/sec (3.9 m/sec). This is the sample problem developed for the

*filling of a spray header and is detailed in Appendix B. As shown in Figure 2, the distance between

0
S
S
S
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Figure 2: Assumed configuration of the water when the spray header begins to pressurize.
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* the last two spray nozzles is 5.2 ft (1.6 m) and that this distance would be closed in about 0.4 secs,

for the sample problem, if none of the conditions changed. However, as the pressure increases, the

water discharge from the spray headers increase, which would decrease the pressurization rate, but

* this is conservatively neglected in the approached developed here. Considering one half of the spray

* header perimeter as the acoustic length, the acoustic response time of twice this length divided by the

water sonic velocity gives a value of 0.035 secs. Since the acoustic response time is an order of

magnitude less than the closure time, essentially all of the gas bubble compression would occur with

the water responding as an inertial mass, i.e. incompressible. Therefore, it is assumed that the

compression of the gas to the pump shutoff head occurs in this manner. Considering the example,

* the static head in the riser decreases the pressure by about 50 psi such that the final pressure in the

* header is approximately 150 psi (- 1 MPa). At this stage, the gas volume would be decreased to

* 0.352 ft3 (0.01 M3) or a length 0.98 ft for the gas volume. Obviously at this pressure, the water

would be discharged out of the spray nozzles at a rate equal to, or greater than, the designed flow

rate. As detailed in Appendix B, this simplified methodology uses the average pressure of the gas

during the compression event. In the example the parameters of interest are:

* - volumetric pump flow rate = 2000 gpm; 4.46 ft3/sec; 0.127 m3 /sec,

- Apipe = 0.35 ft2, 0.033 M2

- N=30

- D = 50 ft; 15.3 m

- V = 1.8 ft3 ; 0.052 M3

0

Substituting the values into the expression in consistent units, the calculated pressurization rate is

* 7.85 MPa/sec or 1139 psi/sec as detailed in Appendix B
0
* To assess the potential force imbalance along the spray header piping, the propagation rate of

the pressurization is calculated along one-half of the header length, which for the example is 78.5 ft

or 24 m. Since the header filling rate is sufficient for the pipe to run full, the header is essentially.

* full of water and the propagation velocity isthe speed of sound in water (- 4500 ft/sec; 1373 m/sec),

which results in a propagation interval.of 0.017 seconds. Considering the pressurization rate, this

0

0
0
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results in a pressure difference along the spray header of 20 psi or 1.4E5 Pa. With the pipe cross-

sectional area of 0.35 ft2 (50.4 in2), the imbalance of forces is 1001 lbf. An 8 inch Schedule 40 pipe 0
has a wall thickness of 0.322 inches and with the header having 157 feet of this pipe, not counting 0
the 30 spray nozzles, the steel pipe would weigh about 4880 lbf and the water adds an additional 0
3430 lbf for a total of about 8310 lbf. Therefore, the net force resulting from the pressurization of

the header during the filling transient is about 12%, which is a'small fraction of the dead weight for

the full header and the transient can be assumed to be well within the margin of the piping hangers.

This methodology can be used to conservatively approximate the force imbalance for a spray

header given the plant specific values of the parameters given above. The most conservative 0
assumption is that there is no water being-discharged from the spray nozzle during the pressurization 0
of the trapped gas volume. While it is. difficult to assess the extent of the conservatism, the

methodology is conservative by a factor of two and likely more. It is expected that all plants will

calculate that-the force imbalance is well within the acceptance criterion. As a side note, a full scale

flow test was performed on the Zion containment spray headers during construction. While the

details of the test are not known, movies taken of the tests clearly show that the nozzles drained

profusely as the headers were filled and there where no observable dynamics to the spray initiation, 0
i.e. the tests were consistent with the methodology presented in this section. 0

2.2 Loads Related to an Upstream Noncondensable Gas Accumulation in the Spray Piping

There is also a possibility for the piping downstream of the isolation valve and upstream of

the riser to the spray headers to have an accumulation of noncondensable gas in the system piping as

illustrated in Figure 3. Such a gas volume would be subject to the momentum of the water flowing

through the piping as the isolation valve is opened. Consistent with the pipe running full of water, as 0
evaluated by Wallis et al (1977), for a Froude number of 0.54 or greater, the gas will be swept along

with the water. For typical spray flow rates the Froude number will be.greater than unity. For an 8

inch pipe, a Froude number of unity would imply a velocity of about 4.6 ft/sec or a volumetric flow

rate of approximately 723 gpm, i.e. a flow rate that is small compared to the spray flow rates used in

most designs. Hence, this gas volume would be swept alongwith the water flow. As illustrated by 0
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Figure 3: Filling the spray header with a trapped gas bubble upstream of the riser.
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the flow rate that would generate a Froude number of unity, this would occur early in the

development of the spray filling process. For a riser that is maintained in a full state, this type of

initial condition would require that the initial gas volume pressure would be equal to the containment

pressure plus the water head in the riser.

S
When the gas volume reaches the riser, the combination of vertical upflow and the water and

gas moving in the same direction (co-current), means that the gas volume would begin to rise as a

group of bubbles that could agglomerate into a large "slug" bubble. With the large pipe sizes typical

of the risers to the spray-header, the frictional pressure drop would be small as would the surface

tension effects, hence,-the flow would be inertially dominated. As discussed in Wallis (1969), the

bubble rise velocity with respect to the water can be expressed by: 0

UR = 0.345 [g Dpipe 2 (2-4) 0
S

For the 8 inch pipe used in the above example, this results in a rise velocity with respect to the water

of 1.6 ft/sec. Wallis also notes that gas bubbles rising in a pipe that is open at the top, which is

generally the case for a riser-header combination that is venting gas through the spray nozzles, the

expansion of the gas as it rises in the decreasing hydrostatic head further increases this velocity. 0
0

Considering that the riser in the example is 100 ft high and that at full flow the water velocity

is 12.7 ft/sec, the time for the water to rise to the header is about 8 secs and during this time the

bubble would advance approximately 13 feet with respect to the advancing front of the water.

Depending on the design specific features such as the pump flow rate, the piping sizes and the

location of the high point, this may, or may not, be sufficient for the gas bubble to rise out of the

water. If the gas volume does reach the front of the water before the water enters the spray header,

the gas would flow into the header and would be discharged through the spray nozzles along with the

air in the header. If the gas volume were to be still encapsulated in water when it reaches the header,

the gas would flow through the header in a stratified flow pattern that would be pushed along with

the water and would either be discharged through the nozzles (not all of the nozzles are oriented

vertically downward) or collect at the end of the header where the water velocity is the lowest. In

0
0
0
0
0
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neither of these cases would this gas volume be expected to further increase the piping loads above

*those considered in the simplified methodology.

0For those containment spray systems in which the riser is maintained full of water, an

* accumulated gas volume in the horizontal piping would be in the horizontal piping or the riser when0
the header is pressurized to discharge the design flow rate. As such, this represents a compressible

region in the piping that would be compressed as the gas volume in the header is pressurized.

*Combining the water discharge out of the header with this additional compliance would decrease the

influence of the gas volume pressurization in the header. Hence, the pressurization of this

*intermediate volume would temporarily decrease the water supply flow to the header and thereby

0 decrease the gas pressurization rate and the resulting force imbalance.S

2.3 ;Vý'Other Configurations of the Spray Piping0
0

The above figures have considered a circular header that either fills in one or two directions.

5Some plants may have one or more headers that cover specific segments of the containment gas

*space and have a shape similar that shown in Figure 4. With this T configuration, the water flow rate

0to the header would be split in two directions and would be conceptually similar to a circular header

*filling in two directions with the exception that the trapped gas volumes would be at the two ends of

the pipe. More importantly, with the riser inthe middle, the forces on the opposing ends of the pipe0
would cancel each other and the force imbalance would not exist. For these configurations, the

*hydraulic transient should be considered as trivial compared to the design basis loadings.

0
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Figure 4: Containment spray header and riser with a T configuration.
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*3.0 MODEL FOR EVALUATING THE HOT

*LEG INJECTION WITH GAS INTRUSION

0
3.1 General Approach

0
For those PWR accident sequences in which a potential exists for concentrating boric acid in

the reactor core, the procedures direct the operators to switchover to hot leg injection with the

0suction flow being taken from the containment sump. This transfer of the injection flows establishes

*a flow path to the RCS by opening a closed valve and initiating flow in a piping segment(s) that was

0(were) stagnant and may have an accumulation of noncondensable gases. These gases could be

nitrogen from the accumulators, hydrogen and oxygen from radiolysis or hydrogen from fuel pin

*cladding oxidation as evaluated for Design Basis LOCA events. In this evaluation, the focus is on

whether any significant gas-water waterhammer events could occur during this switchover process.

0
0With the variations of the PWR designs currently in use, there are several configurations for

this accomplishing this injection. This report will consider some of these variations to illustrate that

*the response of the system is either sufficiently slow that the hydraulic transition to full injection is0
not limited by the acoustic response and/or that the flow path is sufficiently open in the downstream

direction that there is no induced gas-water waterhammer event. Consequently, the same set of

*considerations will be applied to several generalized configurations. Specifically, this report will

*first investigate the acoustic time intervals of interest for the hydraulic response of the hot leg

*injection in comparison to the typical opening intervals for the upstream valves and then the

0• approximate time interval over which the water would be expected to accelerate to the design flow

*rate.0
0

3.2 Acoustic Response Intervals
0

If a waterhammer event is to occur, a significant part of the flow transient needs to take place

during an interval that is comparable to, or shorter than, the acoustic interval defined by
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Ata =-2L (3-1)c0

where:

* L is the piping length between the high pressure source of the flow and the volume either

receiving the resulting flow or equilibrating the pressure ( the RCS in this case), and 0
c is the pressure wave propagation velocity (sonic velocity) of the governing medium

*(water in this case).

Both of these are discussed in more detail as this report considers various conditions of interest.

.Nevertheless one begins by considering the interval during which the high pressure source becomes

available, which for the onset of low pressure hot leg injection is generally determined by the speed

that the injection valve opens and may be determined by the pump start behavior for some high

pressure injection conditions. S
S

Typically, the injection valves have opening intervals in the range of 8 to 20 secs with the

shorter intervals being for smaller valves. For this evaluation it is assumed that the valve flow

coefficient increases linearly in time and that the flow increases linearly as well. This is a

conservative assessment of the response since the cross-sectional flow areas through valves typically

increase slowly at first with a more linear characteristic when the valve is about 10% open. Given

these relatively long intervals that are taken to be 10% of the opening interval (0.8 to 2.0 secs.), one S
will next consider the influence this has on the gas-water disposition schematically shown in Figures

5 and 6. The only difference between these two configurations is that the check valve is well

upstream of the connection to the RCS in Figure 5 whereas it is close to the injection location in

Figure 6. Of these, Figure 6 is more generally representative of the plant configurations, but as will

be seen, this does not have a significant influence on the system response with respect to the

potential for the occurrence-of waterhammer at this point in the accident sequence. Furthermore,

many systems have multiple. check valves in this injection line and the composite of these valves are

represented here by a single valve.
S
S
S
S
S
S
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Figure 5: Schematic. representation of a noncondensable gas
volume accumulated in the hot leg injection piping with the check

valve located well upstream of the connection to the RCS.0
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of a noncondensable gas volume accumulated in the
hot leg injection piping with the check valve located close to the connection to the RCS.
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0
As the isolation valve opens, the downstream water-gas column becomes exposed to the

upstream injection pressure. Initially one is interested in the interval before the gas volume begins to

compress and this is represented by the acoustic interval for the upstream water mass as given by

0
0AtUW 2Luw/c, (3-2)

where:

-L, is the length of the upstream water "column" and

0 * c, is the speed of sound (sonic velocity) in water.
0

(For this simplified analysis 4500 ft/sec (1373 m/sec) is used as the speed of sound in water, which is0
a representative value at room temperature.) Hence, if one considers a piping length of 100 ft, the

gas volume would first experience a potential movement to compress about 22 msecs (this is

* calculated by 100 ftW4500 ft/sec) after the isolation valve begins to open, which is two to three orders

0 of magnitude shorter than the valve opening interval, depending on the size of the valve. Since the

* response of the check valve in series with the isolation valve (Figure 5) would effectively slow the

0 water "column" response, it is conservative to assume no resistance through the valve.0

Next one is interested in the interval over which the stratified gas-water flow regime0
-communicates the pressurization potential downstream to begin accelerating the downstream water

"column". From the studies reported by Henry, Grolmes and Fauske (1971), a stratified gas-water

system has a pressure wave propagation velocity essentially equal to that of the gas alone as

* illustrated in Figure 7. (Note that the ordinate in Figure 7 is the two-phase sonic velocity divided by

0 that of the gas alone. Hence, a value of unity for a stratified flow configuration means that the two-

0 phase propagation is equal to the gas sonic velocity.) Therefore, this acoustic interval is closely

approximated by:
0
0
0 Atg =2Lg/Cg (3-3)
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Figure 7: Comparison of propagation velocities for selected
flow patterns (taken from Henry, Grolmes and Fauske, 1971).
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where:

* Lg is the length of the stratified gas-water region,
= /-yRTCg is the speed of sound in the gas y

isgs Mwg

0 Mwg is the gas molecular weight,0
* R is the universal gas constant,

0 T is the gas temperature in the piping (usually taken as the water temperature), and

* y is the isentropic coefficient for the gas (which for the gases of interest is 1.4).
0

0To develop a perspective of what this means with respect to the acoustic transmission, consider a

condition in which Lg is 20 ft (6.1 m) long with the piping at a temperature of 250'F (394 K) and the

*gas is nitrogen (Mwg = 28 and 7 = 1.4). The gas sonic velocity is calculated tobe 1327 ft/sec (405

m/sec) and the corresponding acoustic response interval is 30 msec. This is also two to three orders

0of magnitude faster than the valve would open.
0

Lastly, consider the acoustic delay before the downstream water "column" would begin to

move. This has the same form as that used to represent the upstream column response except the0
column length is generally different, i.e.

0

Atd = 2Ldw /cw (3-4),

0

*For realistic lengths (less than a few hundred feet), this also has an interval that is short compared to

the valve opening interval.0

When considering the interval over which the two-phase "column" begins to respond in an

inertial manner, as opposed to an acoustic manner, these three intervals are summed to give:

0
*At 1 = Atw +Atg + Atdw (3-5)

0
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Based on the example given, it is apparent that the system will respond in an inertial manner as long

as the hydraulic transient has a characteristic time longer than 0. 1 -secs. Since the valve opening

intervals are much longer than this, the system would respond in an inertial manner. This is true

regardless of whether one considers the configuration in Figure 4 or that given in Figure -5.0

3.3 Inertial Response

Before considering the inertial response, it is helpful to consider those conditions under which

hot leg injection would be initiated during an accident. As noted previously, the reason for injecting

at the core outlet is to effectively reverse the water flow through the core and prevent boron0

concentration levels in the core that would result in boron precipitation and the restriction of the core

flow channels. That the boric acid concentration levels could reach the solubility limit and

experience precipitation has been demonstrated by tests such as those reported by Tuunanen et al,

1988,

These thermal-hydraulic conditions could occur if a sizable break were to occur in a cold leg

such that much of the cold leg injection water would drain out of the break and only a fraction of the0

water would be available to cool the core. In this cooling mode, the resulting cold leg injections0

would be sufficient to cool the core, but since the injection could not refill the hot leg side of the

steam generator tubes, the core cooling would result in only steam leaving the core region. As a

result, the boric acid dissolved in the water would concentrate in the core. However, there is one

additional aspect of this accident sequence that is important to this assessment and that is that these

conditions are only applicable to a large size break, i.e. one that is too large for the injection flow

rates to refill the RCS. Consequently, RCS pressure would be essentially fully depressurized by both

the initiating event (large break) and the continued cooldown from the preceding cold leg injection.0

As the injection flow rate transitions to hot leg injection so as to reverse the flow rate through the0

core, the RCS pressure during the this transition would either remain the same, or decrease. In either

case, the downstream boundary condition that would influence the response of check valves in the

hot leg is one of providing no impedance to developing a discharge flow, i.e. the flow path would not
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encounter a closed-off condition like -the closed isolation valve cases examined in the EPRI

*Waterhammer Handbook (Van Duyne, D.A. and Merilo, M, 1996).

0As the inertial response begins, the upstream pressure from the pumped flow (Po) begins to

S accelerate the upstream water (column) to compress the gas space such that the pressure (Pg)

increases. With the configuration shown in Figure 5, the initial value of the gas pressure will be0
close to that in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) (PRcs), the extent of the acceleration will be

determined by the value of the upstream pressure, the length of the upstream water (column) and the

* frictional pressure drop developed (Cabrera et al., 1992).. The schematic configuration given in

5Figure 6 would respond in the same manner with the only exception being the small influence of

0whether the check valve is located before, or after, the accumulated gas Volume. To assess the

5development to the steady-state condition, it is conservative to neglect the frictional flow upstream of

the isolation valve and consider that the upstream pressure is the anticipated operating dischargeS
pressure of the pump. Therefore, the acceleration exerted on the upstream water mass can be

expressed by:

0 aw :- =(P. Pg)Y/(PW 4W)

0A similar acceleration formulation describes the acceleration of the downstream water mass. Instead

of describing these individually, one can examine the anticipated steady-state condition and thenS
estimate the approximate acceleration interval needed to develop this flow rate.S

5Under steady-state conditions, the velocity of the water upstream of the gas volume is

5determined by the difference between the imposed upstream pressure and the gas volume balanced

S by the frictional pressure drop which can be represented using an incompressible momentum

equation. Likewise, the downstream water velocity can be determined by equating the frictional

pressure drop in the downstream piping with the pressure difference between the gas bubble and the

RCS. This can also be represented by an incompressible momentum equation. These can be
r~represented mathematically as:

S
S
0
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S
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P. - P9 f. Luw Pw Uw (3-6)
D UW w 2

0

Pg - PRCS = ffw Ldw PwUdw (3-7) O
Ddw 2

S

Figures 8 and 9 define the lengths of the upstream and downstream water masses. To examine

this further, consider a condition in which the upstream and downstream piping diameters are the

same, hence, the velocities through the pipe under steady-state conditions are also the same as is the

water density. Under these conditions the differences in the pressure can be related to the ratio of the 0
differences in the upstream and downstream water lengths as illustrated in the following equation O

O

Po - Pg _ LawR(380
P0 ~ R (3-8)

Pg -PRCS Ldw

0
Solving this equation for the gas pressure results in 0

S

pg_ Po + RPRcS (3-9)

I+R 0
0

-Again considering an example in which the effective pressure upstream of the isolation valve is 200

psia with the initial gas volume pressure and RCS pressure being 50 psia and the ratio of the

upstream and downstream water "column" lengths is equal to 2 (upstream pipe is 200 feet and the O

downstream is 100 feet). (The use of the term "effective" pressure means that the elevation head is O

subtracted from the pump discharge pressure.) For the assumed conditions, the gas volume pressure 0
is 100 psi. Assuming that the frictional pressure drop within the gas bubble is negligible and that O

frictional pressure drop for the two water segments is fully turbulent (assuming a Darcy frictional 0
coefficient of 0.02), the calculated flow through pipes results in a conservatively high water velocity O

of 50 ft/sec (1"5.2 m/sec). This value is conservatively large since the sizable upstream resistance of

flow through the pipe leading to the isolation valve has been neglected. Nonetheless, one can

0
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Figure 8: Steady-state conditions that would develop in the
long term if the check valve is upstream of the gas volume.
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Figure 9: Steady-state conditions that would develop in the
long term if the check valve is downstream of the gas volume.
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estimate the approximate acceleration interval to steady-state condition using the following

expression

ag 144 (P0 -RPRcs)
Spw (Luw +Ldw) .(3-10)

where the .gravitational constant (g, = 32.2 Ibm ft/(lbf sec2 ) and the value of 144 are only needed

when British units are used. For the values given in the above example gives a value of 37 ft/sec2

*(11.3 m/sec2)

a = 32.2 x 144 x 150/(62.4 x 300) = 37 ft/sec 2  (3-11)
S

From this it follows that the system would accelerate to the steady-state condition of 50 ft/sec withinS
an interval of about 2 seconds, i.e. this would occur well before the valve was be fully opened.

Consequently, from the above evaluations, one concludes that the system would not be

*acoustically limited and would be controlled by the rate at which the isolation valve opens. For

Srealistic values of the parameters, the system response indicates thatthe flow would develop a quasi-

*steady state behavior within 1 or 2 seconds (depending on the specific values of the injection piping)

and therefore would provide no significant challenges to the piping or the piping supports as a resultS
of gas-water waterhammer conditions. To develop a gas-water waterhammer, pressurization rates

*need to occur at a rate that is sufficiently fast that they are acoustically limited, i.e. they can only be

5relieved by the propagation of acoustic waves. Propagation of these pressure waves can potentially

5cause significant forces, on the piping supports. In general terms, this means that the initial response

S of the water masses is too slow to keep-up with the pressurization rate, hence, a pressure wave

.* develops and propagates through the piping at the water sonic velocity. The above analyses illustrate

5that the pressurization of the gas volume in the hot leg injection piping DOES NOT occur this fast,S
i.e. inertial response can keep-up with the pressurization of the gas volume. It is further noted that

this conclusion is similar to the evaluation performed for the filling transient of the containment

S
S
S
0
S
S
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spray header except that the end of the transient would not experience a pressurization due to a high

resistance component such as the spray nozzles discharging water.

3.4 Other Considerations

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, there are numerous piping configurations used for

the hot leg injection with two general types being considered. There where no significant differences

between the two in terms of how they are analyzed or how each would respond to initiation of water

flow for hot leg injection.
0

There are also configurations where the hot leg injection enters from the bottom, such as the

Combustion Engineering designs that have the injection piping connected to the shutdown cooling 0
piping that enters the bottom of the hot legs as shown schematically in Figure 10. Depending on 0
whether the piping upstream of this connection rises to an elevation higher than the hot leg, the most

fundamental assessment may be that the hot leg is the highpoint and there is no potential for gas

accumulation. Even if there is a upstream piping highpoint with an elevation above the hot leg,

another consideration is that if the RCS is the only source of gas, the "loop seal" provided by the

shutdown cooling line connection would prevent gas from moving upstream. This would also

provide a fundamental approach to addressing the gas-water waterhammer issue. These

considerations illustrate that each piping configuration needs to be examined carefully to develop the 0
most fundamental perspective regarding the system related features that would prevent conditions

that could generate significant waterhammer events.

0
Lastly, there are designs where the hot leg injection is accomplished through special

connections such as into the pressurizer. For a smaller line discharging into the pressurizer, there is

little potential forgas accumulation and, therefore, for gas-water waterhammer. Depending on the

injection piping location and configuration there could be a different set of conditions related to the 0
onset of injection. Each configuration would need to be assessed in terms of the inertial response to

determine if it sufficient to prevent a significant gas-water waterhammer.

0
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Figure 10: Schematic representation of the hot leg injection
configuration for the Combustion Engineering Designs.
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4.0 CAUTIONS AND LIMITATONS

There are some cautions and limitations to be considered when applying the analyses

presented.

1. The containment spray analysis developed in this report is intended to provide a

straightforward method to analyze the loads on the spray header piping due to flow initiation

if no detailed analysis of the spray header has been performed. Individual plants may have a

detailed evaluation of the piping loads on the containment spray riser and header piping

during initiation of spray flow into the containment. If such an evaluation is available, it

should be the basis for response to NRC Generic Letter 2008-01. 0
0

2. The analyses performed in this report are specifically related to the filling of the containment

,spray header andthe injection path following transfer to hot leg injection. As such, an

important part of the evaluation is that there is an open flow path at, or near, the downstream

end of the flow path. For the containment spray, this is the discharge through the spray

nozzles and for the hot leg injection it is the fact that cold injection has preceded this, or is

currently ongoing, such that there is no significant pressure difference preventing the S
downstream check valve from opening. The availability of this downstream flow path is a 0
very important aspect of the system response and crucial to the analyses presented in this

report. Other injection systems may not have such a downstream flow path available at the

time they are started. Two examples of such downstream constraints are: (1) some hot leg

injection configurations may have highly orificed or highly throttled flow paths downstream

of the inboard isolation valve and (2) for some Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) sequences,

the low head, or intermediate head pumps used for cold leg injection may not have such a

downstream flow path available at the time that the pumps are started. Both of these have the 0
potential to develop gas compression conditions that could produce a sufficiently rapid

pressurization rateý to become acoustically limited, i.e. produce a gas-water waterhammer.

Consequently, the evaluations presented in this report should only be used for the containment

0
0
0
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*spray and hot leg injection applications with the downstream flow paths identified in this

*report.

3. The hot leg injection pathways examined here are those directly connected to the hot leg.

Other designs may accomplish hot leg injection through special connections, such as into the

pressurizer. For a smaller line discharging into the pressurizer, there is little potential for gas

accumulation and, therefore, for gas-water waterhammer. However, such a flow path needs to

*be examined to determine if the downstream flow path is open when flow is initiated.

*Depending on the injection piping location and configuration there could be a different set of

conditions related to the onset of injection. Such special configurations need to be assessed

separately, specifically in terms of whether the inertial response is, sufficient to prevent

0significant gas-water waterhammer events.0
0
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

Of particular interest in this study were the parts of the containment spray piping and hot leg

injection piping that are (a) inside of containment and difficult to monitor and (b) able to readily

discharge flow from the downstream end of the piping. The evaluation of each system showed that

neither has a propensity for developing those conditions that would support a waterhammer event. S

Several gas-water configurations were considered for the response of the spray header when

the containment sprays are-called in to service. Clearly there is a flow transient within the piping as

the piping riser and header fill (the. extent to which the riser needs to fill is design specific).

Nonetheless, the pressurization is basically due to the header pressure increasing as the spray nozzles

are submerged and the flow accelerated through the nozzles transitions from air to water. The

conservative evaluation of the maximum rate of pressure increase shows that the force imbalance is

small ,compared to the mass of the header..- Consequently, the motion induced by this force

imbalance would not be significant. S
S

With respect to the hot leg injection piping that would become active during switchover to this

configuration the combination of the relatively slow upstream pressurization and the open flow rate

out of the downstream end (into the RCS) does not provide the conditions for a gas-water

waterhammer event. It was also noted that some designs may have a piping configuration that

prevents gas from entering the hot leg injection piping. Where this is the case, using this 'water seal"

configuration is the most fundamental concept on which to base the evaluation, i.e. where such S
configurations exist, the evaluation for determining if waterhammer conditions could exist in this

part of the in-containment piping should use this as the basis to conclude that waterhammer events

would not occur.

S
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APPENDIX A

Simplified Criterion for Evaluating- the Consequences ot
0Waterhammer Forces on the Containment Spray Header
0

Filling of the containment spray header results in a force imbalance on the header piping as

the header is pressurized to the value needed to discharge the design volumetric flow rate. As shown

below, as long as these forces are a small fraction of the mass (weight) of the header and the steel

piping, these forces will cause only a small movement of the piping even when the influence of the

piping supports and restraints are neglected.
0

Consider that the force imbalance (F) imposed on the combined mass of the piping and water

(m) causes a lateral movement for as long as it lasts. The acceleration (in units of ft/sec2 ) produced

by the force (in units of pounds force) can be represented as:
0

a = F/m = F/(W/gc) (A-1) 0

where: 0
* gc is the unit conversion constant needed when British units are used and

* W is the weight of the combined steel piping and water in lbf.

0
Representing the force. F as some fraction (K) of the combined weight W, then this expression

becomes

2a = KW/(W/gc) = K gc = K x 32.2 ft/sec (A-2)

0
As noted in the text, this force imbalAnce would last during the interval that the pressurization wave

propagates along the effective length of the header. For a circular header like that shown in Figure 1,

this is one-half of the header length, i.e. 3.14 x D. For the example considered in Appendix B, the

header diameter D is 50 ft and one-half of the perimeter is 78.5 feet. Using a value of 4"500 ft/sec for

the velocity of sound in water, this propagation interval is approximately 0.017 seconds. Assuming

0
0
0
0
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* that the lateral force is sustained and unopposed during this interval, the displacement of the piping

*(X) over the interval would be:

*x = (at 2 )/2 = 16.1 x Kx (0.017) 2 = 0.0047 K •(A-3)

0

For a value of K equal to 0.1, the displacement would be 0.00047 feet (0.006 inches) and if K is set
*to 0.5, this deflection is only 0.00235 feet (0.028) inches. These are all trivial movements of the

~spray header.
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APPENDIX B

Example Problems 0

B.1 Filline of a Containment Spray Header

This example for the filling of a spray header considers the following parameters for the-static

head in the riser, the spray pump shutoff head and flow rate, the pipe cross-sectional flow area, the

number of spray nozzles and the diameter of the spray header: 0

static head in the riser pipe = 50 psi; 0.35 MPa, 0
spray pump shutoff head = 200 psid; 1.38 MPad, 0
volumetric pump flow rate = 2000 gpm; 4.46 ft3/sec; 0.127 m3 /sec,

Apipe = 0.35 ft 2, 0.033 M2,

N =30,

- D = 50 ft; 15.3m, 0
- V= 1.8ft3 ;0.052m 3. 0

Assuming that the spray pump is taking suction from a water source at a pressure of 14.5 psia (one

bar), the pressure at the top of theriser for the pump shutoff conditions is 164.5 psia. Since the spray

nozzles would be discharging more than the design basis flow rate at this pressure and also because

the spray header would be inertially controlled, this is the maximum pressure considered in the

trapped gas volume. 0

To estimate the maximum force imbalance on the spray header one uses the equation for

waterhammer force imbalance developed in the PWROG experimental investigation for the

consequences of gas-water waterhammer events in pump discharge piping (PWROG, 2008):

0
F = Apipe (dP/dt) Leff /Cw (B-I) 0

0

0

0
0
0
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* where Leff is the effective propagation length for the pressure waves developed in the piping and Cw

* is the velocity of sound in water, which is taken to be 4500 ft/sec in this example. To assess the

0 maximum pressurization rate of the spray header one first calculates the initial trapped air volume

0 (VI) that occurs when the last spray headers are submerged:

VI = (3.14 x D x Apipe)/N = (3.14 x 50 x 0.35)/30 = 1.8 ft3  (B-2)

When the air volume is compressed to the pump shutoff pressure minus the static head in the riser,

the entire volumetric water flow rate would be discharged through the nozzles and there would be no

0 water inventory to sustain compression. Since the pressurization rate varies directly with the gas

pressure, inversely with the gas volume and also decreases with the increasing water discharge flow

0 rate through the nozzles, one represents the maximum pressurization as that condition at half of the

maximum gas pressure, i.e. which is ( 14.5 + 200 - 50 + 14.5)/2 = 89.5 psia; 0.62 MPa. The volume

at this reference pressure (PR) is evaluated as:0

* VR = VI (PIIPR)11 n = 1.8 (14.5/89.5)0.714 = 0.49 ft3  (B-3)

* where the polytropic exponent n is taken to be the isentropic value for air of 1.4. With this volume

defined, one can now calculate the pressurization rate for the trapped gas volume from the equation:0

dP/dt = n (P/VR) Q = 1.4 ((89.5 x 144)/ 0.49) 4.46 = 1.64 E5 lbf/ft 2/sec (B-4)
0

With the quantification of the pressurization rate, the force acting on the containment spray header is

now evaluated from the expression:
0

* F = Apipe (dP/dt) Leff/Cw 0.35 (1.64 E5) 78.5/ 4500 = 1001 lbf (B-5)0
0

Summing the weight of the steel pipe and the water results in a value of about 9000 lbf and the

resulting force imbalance is a small fraction of the weight and therefore would not result in any

* significant movement of the header piping.

0
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S
It is important to remember that there is one major conservatism imbedded in this evaluation.0

Specifically, the closing volumetric water flow rate does not credit any water discharge through the0

spray nozzles. This maximizes the pressurization rate and is a conservatism of a least a factor of two

and most likely three or four. There are no significant dynamic forces resulting from the filling of

the spray header.
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